Offer conditions « TOUS EN SELLE »:


Validity of the offer: the offer can only be redeemed once per person and per stay. It is
valid from May through October.



Required minimum age for using the voucher: 8 years (chlidren must be accompanied
by an adult). The service provider reserves the right to exclude a participant who is too
young from the activity.



Necessary equipment for riding: participants should bring adequate equipment, i.e.
sports or tennis shoes, no shorts or short dress, but long pants if possible. If the
participant’s clothing is prone to endanger safety on horseback, the service provider
reserves the right to exclude the participant from the activity.



Service offered: a horseback trail ride according to the experience level of each
participant. Depending on the experience level of the participants and the assessment
of the service provider, the ride could be shortened and partly replaced by a different
activity with the horse, if the participant agrees. For safety reasons, the activities are
adapted to the lowest level of the group. The one-hour trail ride includes some
preparation and instruction time.



The service is provided among different riding stables all over the canton of Jura that
take turns. Therefore, the location of the ride varies according to the weekday chosen.
If the geographical location of the free trail ride doesn’t suit the participant, he may
choose another day or proceed to the riding stable of his choice, in which case the
service will not be provided for free.



Reservation: the offer is available daily from 1 May to 31 October and has to be booked
at Jura Tourism, online www.juratourisme.ch/tousenselle oder per phone +41 32 432
41 60 until 17.00 h on the day before the planned ride. Even if the offer is only valid
from May through October, reservations can be made at Jura Tourism all year round,
always a day at least in advance.
SPACE IS LIMITED, PLEASE BOOK YOUR RIDE in ADVANCE



Documents: on the day of the ride, the participant has to show a valid JURA-PASS (1
JURA-PASS per person) together with the voucher.



Terms of cancellation: In the event of cancellation, rebooking of the reservation or noshow, the provider will charge the total amount of the reservation. Cancellations by the
participant have to be received by Jura Tourism at the latest until 48.00 h before the
reserved activity. Last-minute cancellations or no-shows may result in a charge of CHF
30 per person. The service provider reserves the right to cancel the activity if the safety
conditions for the trail ride are not fulfilled (equipment of the participants, age of the
participants, weather conditions, the horses’ health, etc.). It is important for the
participant to arrive at the arranged meeting place on time. The activity may be
shortened or cancelled in the event of a late arrival.



Responsibility: Jura Tourisme is an intermediary in this product. Jura Tourisme is
responsible for the reservation, communication and financial flows of this project but
is not a direct seller of the service. Jura Tourisme declines all responsibility in the
event of damage or deterioration caused by the client. The service provider is
responsible for the proposed activity and is insured for the proposed service in the
event of accidents or damage.

